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ABSTRACT

Integration of AI

Automation of activities

Shifting the focus to online-based EdTech solutions 

Cloud computing technology used to store vital resources

Audio/video lessons 

Written lessons and assignments

Widespread use of mobile devices and tablets     

An interactive and enhanced learning experience

Grand View Research reports that the global education technology market will be worth over $285

billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 18.1% from 2020 to 2027. Technology has revolutionized

the process of learning. From Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) to virtual classrooms, the

education technology (EdTech) sector offers an influx of massive investments worldwide.

Countries across the globe see the potential of integrating technology to enhance student learning. 

This enables education leaders to integrate EdTech into their education systems, schools, and

classrooms at a lower cost:

 

Education promotes harmony among humanity, international and personal financial prosperity. 

Increasing globalization and the use of the internet have given rise to educational software and

eLearning courses that incentivize students. They take more courses, learn new skills, and thus

bring advancement in their skills. 

This trend provides returns that are unequaled by most other economic sectors for stakeholders. 

According to EdSurge, Venture capitalists funded around USD 1.7 Bn into the edTech market in

2019. This investment was made in the form of 105 deals, a majority of which were large Series C

investments. The investors gave around USD 919 Mn in 16 deals in Series C round, compared to

USD 788 Mn across 13 deals in 2015.

In developing countries, a centralized education system does not offer educational resources or

even basic learning experiences to those who want to learn. This offers opportunities to investors

with the assurance in education startup ideas with lower competition and higher ROI.



building competitive advantages of big data and adaptive learning and generating growth

through a comprehensive approach of online platforms, mobile applications, and new learning

formats while providing teachers, assessors, and parents with far greater access to data on

individual strengths, weaknesses, achievements and overall progress, 

providing access to developing nations to developed educational institutions, both in an

academic and professional learning setting while improving user engagement and learning

outcomes via integration of multi-media, gamification, and digital products.

A project-based, decentralized, comprehensive, and universal blockchain enhanced learning

platform that teaches people how to build real products,

Secure and verifiable, internationally recognized, accredited certifications and credentials

available to all.

EducaCoin differs from other blockchain education projects because it will reform the world

through education via: 

 

       

 

 

Taking into consideration of integrity and honesty through proof of study protocol, user

optimization, smart contract, and smart incentives EducaCoin Ecosystem will bring:

 

    

      

EDC coins to incentivize students and project creators for their proof of work in the ecosystem.

Students will earn EDC by watching and sharing projects, referring friends, doing content quality

checks or community moderation. Content Creators are subject-matter experts and are

compensated in EDC and cash for creating projects.

Educacoin (EDC) 
The Innovation Token to Improve the Efficacy and Efficiency of Learning

Systems and Methodologies



2.  EDC INTRODUCTION

2.1 Fundamental Reasons Behind EducaCoin – Why Decentralized Education?

 

Decentralization is one of the most important phenomena to come on to the educational planning

agenda in the last 15 years. Why should a country decentralize its educational decision-making

process? Who should make decisions about public schooling? Who should pay for it? 

Educational decentralization has become common in Latin America since the 1980s.

The evolution of democracies, differences in the political, social, and economic makeup between

countries in the region gave rise to different experiences. 

Reasons for educational decentralization are many. 

It increases the efficiency in management and governance to tackle issues of teacher deployment

and payment, sale and distribution of equipment and material or maintenance of buildings.

Decentralization is also the result of the process of political democratization. People want to be

involved in decision-making that concerns them and being accountable. 

But in developing countries, the main reason for decentralization is the search for new resources.

Central governments pass on the management of the schools that they can no longer finance.



Decentralization allows for the mobilization of resources at the local level. 

Special taxes and community participation become vital that would not be available otherwise. 

Decentralization in education means passing on the authority from a higher to a lower level. This

includes the administrative level within the Ministry of Education, such as a provincial department

or a school. 

Decentralizing education

is about strong leadership,

shared vision among

stakeholders,

comprehensive advanced

planning and flexibility.

Leaders must

have both capacity and job

security to see reform

through.

 

 

Delegation of authority is more powerful because it provides for continuity in the change

process.

Opportunities should be transferred from the center rather than problems.

Sharing arrangements between different levels of government are more effective when they

are negotiated.

Local initiative is reduced when total funding is dependent on central transfers.

Phased decentralization with the transfer of authority after localities have passed specific tests

of readiness works best.

Other policy pointers are:



2.2  Education and Blockchain

 

Blockchains are already changing the economic landscape via cryptocurrencies. Blockchains

impact education in 2021 and beyond. Distributed ledgers and smart contracts lower costs for

institutions that turn into savings.

The education sector needs to use the benefits that blockchain technology provides. Educational

institutions use this application to improve teaching, learning activities and promote collaboration

among the stakeholders, students, teachers and parents. 

The education sector uses this technology in e-transcripts, digital degrees, certification, cloud

storage and identity management.

Educational blockchain-based technologies also include rewards in the form of digital tokens.

EducaCoin EDC is a digital token. These tokens are traded on safe cryptocurrency exchanges for

other crypto or fiat currencies. They are also used to pay for goods and services within the

education community itself. Schools and universities accept tokens as payment in

cafeterias, bookstores and tuition.

Blockchain uses open-source software. This is a type of computer software whose source code is

released under a license. The copyright holder gives users the rights to study, change, and

distribute to anyone and for any purpose.



According to the EU Reportopens pdf file of Blockchain in Education, “blockchain furthers the

development of the technology in the educational field". The expertise of public authorities

ensures the balance of private sector innovation and public interest.

 

Three Different Segments That Benefit from Blockchain Solutions 

1) educational organizations (e.g., universities, start-ups, NGOs) that are looking for ways to

enhance the efficiency and security of students’ data

storage and management, 

2) learners who enjoy more engaging, reliable, and sustainable ways to accumulate, attest and

share knowledge,

3) employers who are looking for reliable, secure methods to assess the validity of students’ skills

and certifications.

2.3 Benefits of Blockchain Technology in Education

Empowerment for Learners (Self-Sovereignty)

Students have an opportunity to store learning data, own it, and control who has access to it.  They

also enjoy blockchain “wallets” where they can store all their learning data and share it with

diverse parties.

Security and efficiency enhancement for educational institutions, businesses, and learners. Privacy

is ensured through blockchain not storing the data, but rather a hash of the data. The data may also

be encrypted before being stored on the blockchain.

Diverse blockchain-powered applications include record-keeping such as digital credentials,

intellectual property management, streamlining of diploma verification, and fast and reliable

student payments. 

Trust and Transparency Integration

Blockchain ensures that students cannot alter their grades, degrees, and certification. This offers

employers the guarantee that the job applicants have the necessary skills to succeed in the

workplace.



Blockchain supports learning and secure academic records. It enhances the relationships among

“colleges, universities, employers, and their relationships to society”. It integrates trust and

transparency.

Enhancing and Motivating Lifelong Learning

Blockchain also has many applications within the educational process. Teaching and

learning are more engaging and fun as decentralized learning contracts/exchanges focus on

students’ personal development.

EducaCoin EDC offers the opportunity to enhance the motivation and engagement of learners

via online educational platforms offering MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses).



3.    The Cryptocurrency  - EducaCoin

The Cryptocurrency/Token Educacoin started in March 2019 in Blockchain Waves technology

that migrated to ERC20 Ethereum at the end of 2020 giving a much larger scale to its operations

with safer and faster transactions. 

 

EDC has substantial legal, accounting, financial and tax basis in Brazil. 

 

EducaCoin Project will connect the two universes, bringing education into the future through

cryptocurrency, access, and equity on decentralized education to students, as well as investors, and

serving as a gateway to a fully educated world. 

 

EducaCoin objective is to incorporate the integrity of every student’s desire to further education in

any country in the world. Blockchain-powered tokens EducaCoin – EDC, offer the opportunity to

substantially enhance the motivation and engagement of students within non-formal and informal

education.

With the work of EducaCoin Global Partners and Global EDC Ambassadors, the model started in

Brazil is now being exported to other countries to contribute to the world's economy and education

by donating resources for free studies for those who cannot afford it donating resources in favor of

culture and sports.



3.1 EducaCoin In the World



is implemented on permissionless, borderless blockchains that enable a high degree of

decentralization, privacy, and security,

has created effective public governance with fair token distributions and it will improve its

governance systems over time to uphold the principles of capture resistance for EDC token

holders,

has genuine ownership of its assets and resources that enables secondary markets and

unlocking its real value,

uses cryptoeconomic mechanisms including  proof of stake systems, decentralized exchanges,

smart contract auctions and token distributions, which makes it highly competitive not only in

Latin America but globally,

uses encryption and guarantees the privacy of the parties in the transactions, the transfer of

values, in all monetary negotiation,

is anonymous and untraceable,

EDC as blockchain-based ledger technology for education also includes rewards.

3.2 Value Propositions of EducaCoin

     

     

        

     

        

       



3.3 EducaCoin Ecosystem



3.3 EducaCoin Ecosystem

Ebank Digital

 

Our Digital Bank facilitates crypto transactions, in addition to providing a payment gateway for

customers in the EducaCoin community. EBank Digital is the first digital bank ever to offer

custody and crypto-assets maintenance exclusively for EDC, BTC and ETH holders. Unlimited

access, 24 hours, 7 days a week.

 

PayClub

 

PayClub is EducaCoin's collaborative e-market platform bringing together entrepreneurs from the

most varied commercial and industrial sectors, anywhere in the world. This is the newest startup

that will facilitate access and sale of goods and services with the mandatory use of at least 30% of

the values traded in EducaCoin. PayClub is an integral part of EDC's usability ecosystem.

 

Upchannel TV

 

The first TV channel totally focused on human development. Our grid is designed to offer a wide

range of content focused on improving the professional and emotional capacity of members of our

community.

 

Educa EAD

 

Educa EAD is an exclusive platform for distance learning courses. Students will have access to

more than 200 courses and they will be able to pay tuition fees using EducaCoin.

 

EducaCoin Wallet

 

Our EducaCoin Virtual Wallet is a secure way to promote transactions using EDC combined with

other cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. When adding EDC to the wallet, or any

other cryptocurrency for that matter, all investors can optimize and control their returns adjusted to

the valuation of their crypto assets.



Blockchain 

We are introducing the first Blockchain fully designed for education. The new version of

EducaCoin will migrate to its own Blockchain. This strategy will offer lower transaction rates, in

addition to the possibility of mining, thus attracting large market investments and causing a

substantial expansion of our community.

 

UniEducaCoin

 

EducaCoin University is the first educational institution in the world to ever accept tuition fee

payments in cryptocurrency. All courses offered are focused on information technology, such as

Blockchain, cryptocurrency development, crypto trading and many others. Registration and

monthly fees will attract savings of up to 30% off normal prices when paid using EducaCoin. This

strategy is designed to create a higher demand for our crypto assets, and consequently price

increase, which could reach historical trends in EDC market value. 

 

EducaCoin Group

EducaCoin Group controls a range of companies in its business structure. The group includes

Kupon Go, EducaCoin EAD and EBank Digital. The group's objective is to acquire companies

operating in a similar and common EDC scope. The ultimate EducaCoin Group aim is to establish

a broader ecosystem for our community, thus generating demand and appreciation for EducaCoin.

3.3 EducaCoin Ecosystem



3.5 Safety and Warranty

Given the immense opportunities of the EducaCoin, we believe that everyone should be given

every chance to invest in the momentum of cryptocurrency. Therefore, we have taken all measures

and every necessary step to ensure that our token is fully compliant and in accordance with the

Cryptocurrency Security Standard (CCSS).

 

EducaCoin is aware that investors are often concerned about the security and credibility of projects

where they intend to deposit their money and their faith. As a result, the EDC Cryptocurrency

Board has been concerned with implementing a broad project protection network in every

conceivable and imaginable aspect, ranging from technology through to legal support. 

EDC values the trust of the community with which it relates and takes great care with the

sustainability of the currency, so that it becomes one of the most valued in the crypto market.

3.4  EducaCoin

EducaCoin Project will connect the two universes, bringing education into the future through

cryptocurrency, access and equity on decentralized education to students, as well as investors, and

serving as a gateway to a fully educated world. 

EducaCoin objective is to incorporate the integrity of every student’s desire to further education in

any country in the world. Blockchain-powered tokens EducaCoin – EDC, offer the opportunity to

substantially enhance the motivation and engagement of students within non-formal and informal

education.

3.6  Committee of Ambassadors

For a better credibility and fluidity of EDC, the implementation of the World Committee of

Educacoin Ambassadors with very important names will be established. Social projects CEOs,

Influencers, educational institutions headmasters, and reputable investors will be part of this

committee to validate cryptocurrency and convey confidence to the public. In addition, contracts

are being signed with Ambassadors to ensure the legal certainty of the project, meeting all legal

requirements.



3.7  Code of conduct

A detailed and specific code of conduct will be established to regulate community operations,

preventing deadlocks and mismatches of interest, and adjudicating disagreement between

relationships and value transactions. Only by agreeing to and abiding by the rules imposed on

institutions, educational structures and investors can the user be part of the cryptocurrency

community. This ensures good coexistence between platform members and protects them. It will

make everyone realize that there is a solid organization to safeguard the common good, respecting

differences and preserving ethics.

3.8  Smart Contracts

The standard contract describes the terms and conditions of a particular legal relationship, but in

cases of conflict of interest that require third party intervention, usually a court of law, this leads to

a lengthy and stressful process. Therefore, EDC will use another method to ensure user safety:

Smart Contracts to audit transactions. This contractual model enables the immediate execution and

validation of the defined assumptions, using BlockChain technology in the process. Thus, a

cryptographic code is responsible for fulfilling the judge's role in linking the platform, facilitating

transactions and speeding up the trading of assets, while ensuring the rights of the parties.

3.9 Governance

EDC Project proposes independent governance of money supply through the use of technologies

to ensure that prices do not fluctuate in an exacerbated way, enabling the underlying assets to be

verified separately. Thus, fraud detection, risk assessment, identity management and AML (Anti-

Money Laundering) monitoring, which prevents money laundering, will be incorporated through

the EDC interface using the most sophisticated security methods in the world market. The details

of these prevention mechanisms will not be exposed or described, as the security protocol itself

restricts this action to combat threats effectively.

Finally, to validate the intent to protect dreams and investments, this project will act with

mechanisms that will promote trust and identity services, rules for settlement and reversals of

payments and transfers, and protect Know Your Customer (KYC) related information and AML

(Anti-Money Laundering). This way, user data will be kept under continuous protection, ensuring

privacy and good faith deposited assets under the custody of the organization.



4.  ROADMAP

March 2019 - Start EducaCoin 1.
EducaCoin Waves Creation

2. April 2019 – Community
 Latin America Expansion  (Educational Market)

3. September  2019 - Structure Website 
marketing activities / Partnerships

4. November 2019 - Ambassadors Educational
 cause expansion by Ambassadors

5.  Expansion 
Development of EDC Community

6. September 2020 - New Level Growth / New
Ambassadors Expansion in 7 countries

7. November 2020  Migration 
Waves platform to ERC-20

8. Commercial Expansion Partnership
and acquisition of technology companies

9. January 2021 - EducaCoin Global 100
totally integrated and regulated in Brazil 

 



Expansion and partnership with Ebank Digital 

Launching EducaCoin University EAD (Distance Learning Program) Global EducaCoin

University

100 Million USD mark in EDC Donations  Brazil and Overseas  August 2021

 EducaCoin Global

Launching EducaCoin Wallet

Blockchain Migration

Creation of First Blockchain Focused on Education

Exchange  EDC Official Listing on International Exchanges 

Upchannel TV  Expansion and partnership with a grid designed for human development 

Global Ambassadors Network, 200 Ambassadors, 30 Countries, 

Reaching 200 million USD mark in EDC donations, partnership expansion

  March 2021 

 

April 2021

 

July 2021 

Outlook for 2021



5.1 Utility Value and Sustainability of EducaCoin

To ensure the sustainability of EDC's value, we need an ecosystem where the token is used and

applied in current market circulation. EDC is guaranteed by tangible assets, which substantiate its

value. EDC offers an easy payment method to community users, as well as a gateway to purchase

goods and services at various points in commercial establishments (check terms and conditions).

As an added value, owners of EDC tokens can receive exclusive offers such as privileges and

discounted prices at many establishments, in addition to gifts and other special services.

Token Distribution - Date: 18/MAR/2019 

All data indicate that the value of EDC at its launching stage was worth USD0.01, reaching an

appreciation of USD18.00 up to the current price of USD1.44.

This appreciation is attributed to the fact that we have created a community and an exclusive

ecosystem, where users transacted and circulated EDC coins among themselves for the acquisition

of goods and services.

The current price of EDC (after the critical period of Pandemic 2020) is USD1.44 and we strongly

believe that there will be a significant increase in price next year.

5. EDC – TOKEN METRICS

Price of EDC



5.2 Token Allocation

Total Token supply: 2,000,000,000

EducaCoin Circulation  94% 

Main Wallet1.99% 

Investor 4.0% 

Remaining Market Main Wallet:

0xcdb08bbe055d6fa21ec33f2bb6a102251

41e453bEDC amount: 1,880,110,370

Biggest Investor:

0xcdb08bbe055d6fa21ec33f2bb6a102251

41e453bEDC Amount: 39,825,568

Remaining MarketEDC Amount:

80,063,999

EducaCoin Circulation
93.9%

Investor
4%

New Projects
50%

Donations
25%

Ecosystem Development
19.7%

Already Used for Ecosystem Development
5.3%



6.  APPLIED TECHNOLOGIES

6.1 Tokens

While the BlockChain system serves as a “ledger” without a centralizing body, such as a state or

central bank, the token represents the key that allows new records to be created in this encrypted

book and can be transferred to third parties. In this case, EDC, as the matrix currency, will back

the issued tokens. An interesting point to note is that the EDC currency will not have any direct or

indirect connectivity to fiat currencies, those issued by government institutions such as the US

dollar and the Real (BRL), detached from any dependence on the traditional financial market.

EDC listing of tokens on Exchanges and P2P wallets facilitate transaction compliance and

reliability by enabling high-speed transfers between individuals using our shared and cross-

currency wallet applications while maintaining the decentralized and anonymous source of

development negotiations. In this way, EDC will allow crypto portability based on other virtual

currencies.

6.2 ERC-20

The ERC (Ethereum Request for Comments) protocol is comprised of the technical specifications

of tokens produced in the Ethereum block system. Following the established criteria, the created

tokens will be accepted and will be able to interact with similar ones in the network. This system

facilitates the compatibility of different forms of tokens in the Ethereum system as it uses a single

smart contract for all derivative currency transfers.

EDC uses ERC-20 technology, with 20 being the unique identification number of the offer,

enabling coins to be Ethereum compatible. The project is designed for Ethereum Blockchain to

process all transactions, supporting a large number of simultaneous operations without

jeopardizing EDUCACOIN users' assets and experience. 

Ethereum is a system that enables the development of decentralized programs, smart contracts, and

crypto trading, such as Ether (ETH), and other tokens. All this is possible thanks to a technology

called "Blockchain". 



6.3 Blockchain

EDUCACOIN Project has thought of every aspect of ensuring currency functionality and has

therefore opted to use Blockchain technology to maintain effective design safety. Protocols have

been adopted to support a large number of simultaneous worldwide transactions using stable

channels. 

This technology, as stated earlier, works similarly to a public ledger, but recording specifically

virtual currency transfers. Blockchain records important information, such as the quantity, location

of the records, the parts, and even the date of each operation. Importantly, although it stores the

parts of the transaction, it does not store identity data, thus ensuring complete investor privacy.

Every10 minutes, this system forms a new transaction block, connecting it to the previous block.

Each of these blocks has its time and date recorded, changing the encryption at a time interval to

ensure security and curb any intrusion attempts. This ensures the protection of trades and is

essential for the efficiency of a cryptocurrency, as these blocks are sequentially dependent on each

other. Finally, by analogy, it can be said that the technology in question is a kind of accounting

book accessible to all and that records information reliably, unchangeably and transparently.



Social ills hit most of the globe, and efforts to change this scenario are still insufficient to solve the

problem. There are millions of people without the basic conditions of dignity, resulting in

countless deaths from hunger, disease or violence. According to data from the United Nations

(UN), released in 2018, almost 821 million people were in poverty in 2017, increasing in quantity

compared to the previous year. 

Therefore, it is assumed that there should be more endeavors to change this unfortunate

conjuncture. In this scenario is where education and technology can represent the way out of these

social problems. 

Knowledge does not differ in many respects, for thousands - or even millions - of men and women

have circumvented adversity with some academic acquisition. However, with regard to

technology, although it has changed lives, it has not satisfactorily impacted the social challenges of

humanity as yet. This is where EDC comes in.

7. SOCIAL COMMITMENT

7.1 EDUCACOIN Role

That is why EDC is committed to international society to direct the world to an unprecedented

level of opportunity and possibilities, “opening the door” for children and adolescents to pursue

their dreams of accessing education through technology. In this sense, many young people will

have access to conventional and financial education, or all forms of education for that matter,

understanding early on the impacts of cryptocurrencies on the planet. Donations and scholarships

will be offered to many students to stay focused and committed to their performance. As in many

other ways, our Education’s cryptocurrency will change countless realities.

7.2 Auditing

EDUCACOIN structural organization will also grant certification options to improve confidence

in token issuance and wallets implementation from official Banks and Financial Institutions. All

investors will be certified with compliance by financial community regulations. Crypto auditing,

which is a process that examines and validates system information, will fall within the remit of

such an organization.



7.3 Token Appreciation and EDC Ambassadors Mission

Another objective of the organizational structure is to keep looking for maximum opportunities,

developing educational programs to attract new investors. Thus, with the allocation of resources in

order to establish interesting business for the project, the possibilities of appreciation of tokens

will be more recurrent, bringing advantages to the user community. 

Educacoin has acquired a University, which will provide access to Distance Education Learning

Programs to students from all over the world. EDC will be donated and used as tuition payment, or

discounts will be available to many students, ranging from 20 to 100% on the tuition fees. Some

agreements and partnerships will also be created with various institutions worldwide to duplicate

the same scenario.

 

Mainly contributors to the enrichment and evolution of EDC, will be its CEO (Chief Executive

Officer), COO (Chief Operating Officer) and CMO (Chief Marketing Officer). They undertake, in

good faith, not to limit this project to the description contained herein, as its purpose is the

expansion and appreciation of EDUCACOIN.



8. EDUCACOIN CEO & FOUNDER

𝗥𝗼𝗴𝗲𝗿𝗶𝗼 𝗥𝗼𝗱𝗿𝗶𝗴𝘂𝗲혀 is an international speaker. He also lectures on the current and rapidly

advancing global trend of decentralization that is unequivocally changing the landscape of

education systems everywhere in the world. He advocates changes in curriculum design and

standards for secondary and primary education. 

He supports local participation in school management by the whole community, improving

accountability and responsiveness, as well as promoting resource mobilization for education. 

Passionate about what he does, he currently holds the position of Ceo Educacoin, Ceo EBank

Digital, Founder of UPChannel TV Brasil, Vice President of The Better World based in Florida

USA. Mr. Rodrigues has been involved for over a decade in the educational scenario.

He proudly states that his mission is to transform education, in a way that we can help open the

doors to thousands of children and young people, granting access to education through the

EducaCoin ecosystem.

The official address of Educacoin in Brazil registered

with CNPJ Brazil.

Administrative headquarters:

AV PAULISTA, 37 - CJ 41

ED P CULTURAL PAULISTA CEP 01311-902

Support Offices:

Miami - USA

Rio de Janeiro - Brazil

Florianópolis SC - Brasi



9. Strategic Partnerships

EBank Digital

EBank Digital is a digital bank with asset management through Blockchain-as-

a-Service (BaaS) technology. It focuses on innovations in consumer and

business financial services. It carries out financial transactions and asset

management through blockchain technology.

This platform offers digital financial solutions to customers, suppliers, service

providers, and employees.

 It is the first Digital Bank in Brazil to offer Custody of Cryptocurrencies like

Bitcoin Ethereum and Educacoin.

EBank Digital allows companies to start and scale through the web or iOS and

Android applications. 

www.ebankdigital.com.br

KUPON-GO

KUPON-GO is an Augmented Reality app bringing the technology of maps

and augmented reality. It is applicable to any type of malls and large shopping

centers to make the relationship with the customer interactive and loyal.

 

Through a quick and simple map and augmented reality-based user interaction,

users can capture coupon discounts.

www.kupongo.com.br

PayClube

YOUR EDUCACOIN CITY GUIDE 

Brazil Colombia Venezuela Ecuador Chile

 

Delivery& Food, Internet and Providers, Supermarkets, Bank & Finance 

Inns & Hotels, Bar & Restaurant, Automotive Services 

Diet & Health, Pet, Professional Services, Travel & Tourism 

Entertainment

www.payclube.com.br



Cursos Mania

Over 200 online courses available. 

Certification is approved throughout Brazil. 

 

Courses:

Self-help and Self Development, House and Garden, Administration and

Business, Exact Sciences, Arts & Entertainment, Humanities, Competitions and

Vestibular, Cuisine and Gastronomy, Education and Inclusion, Aesthetics and

Beauty, Languages, Computers and Internet, Medicine and Health

www.educacoinead.com.br

The Better World Makers (BWM)

The Better World Makers (BWM) is a non-profit organization with the sole

purpose of helping people in need. BWM helps those who are abandoned by

their families due to a history of addictions. BWM allows access to education,

enables individuals to build their future, and improves chances of living outside

the poverty zone. BWM provides essential care and services to enable young

people, adults, and their families to see their potential. It helps people become

integrated members of society with rights, duties, opportunities. It provides a

program that consists of enabling community efforts, social development, an

adequate standard of living and maintenance of health.

 www.thebetterworldmakers.us

LILIA FOUNDATION

LILIA FOUNDATION is a Canadian recognized non-profit charity

organization. It is dedicated to rescuing children trapped in poverty and the

human trafficking trade. The vision of the Lilia Foundation is to rescue the

exploited and the slave children, protect the vulnerable, and empower the poor

and be a voice for those who cannot speak for themselves. LILIA

FOUNDATION network includes local law enforcement, Social workers,

Teachers, Pastors Community leaders and students.

LILIA FOUNDATION operates through various programs in Canada, the

United States, North Africa, the Dominican Republic, the Philippines and

India.



The Leaders Without Borders Business

Summit and International Honours 2021 

The Leaders Without Borders Business Summit and

International Honors (LWBDC) is the No 1 gathering

of global elite professionals. It brings together a

diverse group of people who are ready to trade and do

business across borders. It is also a networking center

to encourage global partnerships and cross-border

alliances. LWBDC organizes and facilitates high-

profile investment gatherings in Africa, Asia and

Europe. 

 

The Summit offers lively conversations with rich

networking opportunities. It provides learning

opportunities in leadership, entrepreneurship, and

respect for culture. It is a global initiative to

encourage strategic economic and geopolitical

partnerships. It promotes trade and investment. 

The theme of 2021: 

Business Beyond Borders: Building a Global

Network for Strategic Partnership.

 

About the Leaders without Borders Award for Global

Excellence. Leaders without Borders Development

Centre honors and celebrates some outstanding key

players, companies, corporations, and individuals

who have contributed to the global economic growth

and international unity by strengthening bilateral

relationship and sponsoring young entrepreneurs and

startups. 

 

LWBDC gathers CEO’s, Business Moguls,

Technocrats, Boardroom Experts, Public Office

Holders, Young Entrepreneurs and professionals.

These selected individuals build professional

networks, and increase business networks and

alliances globally.

 

For over a decade, LWBDC has partnered with over

60 International Organisations. It has developed

programs that encourage business growth and

expansion.



The Cyber Future Academy

The Cyber Future Academy - CFA Open Innovation Ecosystem- promotes the

collaboration between African entrepreneurs, 4th Industrial Revolution

enthusiasts, startups and non-profit founders. It helps to scale innovative

projects from ideas and prototypes to real products.

Cyber Future Academy (CFA) has the mission to lead academic/scientific

research and development and industrial application at a commercial scale in

cyber innovation. 

The Institute engages with various faculties and institutions across the world. It

builds a collective body of research and knowledge for cyber through the

global educational network. 

The academy is training young Africans in AI, Robotics, Blockchain,

AR/VR/MR, eSports development, software development and Cybersecurity.

Kick Out Covid Africa #KOCA

Hackathon — Demo Day — Pitch Fest — E-Sports Tournament — Virtual

Reality (VR) Contests

Organization for Leadership and Strategy Development (OLSD), in

collaboration with the Africa Center for Disease Control (ACDC) and In For

Africa Festival, is launching the Kick Out Covid Africa #KOCA Virtual

Concert.

This event will enlist the talents of musicians, movie personalities,

entrepreneurs, comedians and social influencers to lend their voices to fight

against Covid19 in Africa. The concert is also designed to raise funds to

provide support to Africa’s affected communities.

FEAFRO - Afro-Ethnic International Business and

Culture Fair

FEAFRO - Afro-Ethnic International Business and Culture Fair works to unite

entrepreneurs and institutions. FEAFRO organizes exhibitions in stands,

business roundtables, Black Diasporas Forums and workshops. FEAFRO is a

family-owned and operated business.

The second edition of FEAFRO took place in November 2013 in Costa do

Sauípe – Bahia. 18 countries from the African continent and 9 countries from

the Americas were present. Over 400 personalities gathered to discuss the

participation of the Diaspora in the “Africa Vision 2063” project. The event

was launched to commemorate the African Union's Golden Jubilee with the

determination to “build an integrated, prosperous and peaceful Africa”.
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CDkly7CBS40/?igshid=1e0ftgha40a1

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/evolu-ox_migraaexaeto-education-

criptomonedas-activity-6713171053687914496-QCC6

https://youtu.be/q3Fn5Pxrq-U

https://www.facebook.com/1378851025493085/posts/397454302259

0526/?d=n

https://moneyincrypto.com/2020/12/22/educacoin-cryptocurrency-x-

education/

https://coinnewsextra.com/potentials-of-educacoin/

https://www.cartaodevisita.com.br/conteudo/33458/criptomoeda-se-

destaca-como-ferramenta-ao-acesso-a-educacao-no-brasil

https://agitosaopaulo.com.br/2021/01/18/criptomoeda-criada-em-sao-

paulo-e-destaque-internacional/

https://bancanacional.com.br/brasileiro-cria-criptomoeda-com-foco-

na-educacao/

https://portaletc.com/educacoin-criptomoeda-x-educacao.html

https://abstartups.com.br/mapeamento2020-startups/

https://criptonizando.com/2021/02/03/empresa-brasileira-usa-token-

educacoin-para-integralizacao-de-capital-social/
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11. LEGAL DISCLAIMER
Interpretation and Definitions

Interpretation

The words of which the initial letter is capitalized have meanings defined under the following

conditions. The following definitions shall have the same meaning regardless of whether they

appear in singular or in plural.

Definitions

For the purposes of this Disclaimer:

Company (referred to as either "the Company", "We", "Us" or "Our" in this Disclaimer) refers to

Educacoin, Sao Paulo - Brazil.

Service refers to the Application/token/site.

You means the individual accessing the Service, or the company, or other legal entity on behalf of

which such individual is accessing or using the Service, as applicable.

Application means the software program provided by the Company downloaded by You on any

electronic device named Educacoin.

Disclaimer

The information contained on the Service is for general information purposes only.

The Company assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions in the contents of the Service.

In no event shall the Company be liable for any special, direct, indirect, consequential, or

incidental damages or any damages whatsoever, whether in an action of contract, negligence, or

other torts, arising out of or in connection with the use of the Service or the contents of the

Service. The Company reserves the right to make additions, deletions, or modifications to the

contents on the Service at any time without prior notice. 

External Links Disclaimer

The Service may contain links to external websites that are not provided or maintained by or in

any way affiliated with the Company.

Please note that the Company does not guarantee the accuracy, relevance, timeliness, or

completeness of any information on these external websites.



Errors and Omissions Disclaimer

The information given by the Service is for general guidance on matters of interest only. Even if

the Company takes every precaution to ensure that the content of the Service is both current and

accurate, errors can occur. Plus, given the changing nature of laws, rules, and regulations, there

may be delays, omissions, or inaccuracies in the information contained on the Service.

The Company is not responsible for any errors or omissions, or for the results obtained from the

use of this information.

Fair Use Disclaimer

The Company may use copyrighted material that has not always been specifically authorized by

the copyright owner. The Company is making such material available for criticism, comment,

news reporting, teaching, scholarship, or research.

The Company believes this constitutes a "fair use" of any such copyrighted material.

If You wish to use copyrighted material from the Service for your own purposes that go beyond

fair use, You must obtain permission from the copyright owner.

Views Expressed Disclaimer

The Service may contain views and opinions which are those of the authors and do not necessarily

reflect the official policy or position of any other author, agency, organization, employer, or

company, including the Company.

Comments published by users are their sole responsibility and the users will take full

responsibility, liability, and blame for any libel or litigation that results from something written in

or as a direct result of something written in a comment. The Company is not liable for any

comment published by users and reserves the right to delete any comment for any reason

whatsoever.

No Responsibility Disclaimer

The information on the Service is provided with the understanding that the Company is not herein

engaged in rendering legal, accounting, tax, or other professional advice and services. As such, it

should not be used as a substitute for consultation with professional accounting, tax, legal or other

competent advisers.



By visiting this page on our website: www.educacoin.com.br
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In no event shall the Company or its suppliers be liable for any special, incidental, indirect, or

consequential damages whatsoever arising out of or in connection with your access or use or

inability to access or use the Service.

"Use at Your Own Risk" Disclaimer

All information in the Service is provided "as is", with no guarantee of completeness, accuracy,

timeliness, or of the results obtained from the use of this information, and without warranty of any

kind, express or implied, including, but not limited to warranties of performance, merchantability,

and fitness for a particular purpose.

The Company will not be liable to You or anyone else for any decision made or action taken in

reliance on the information given by the Service or for any consequential, special or similar

damages, even if advised of the possibility of such damages.

By downloading, accessing, or using this Educacoin/ APP/ Token/ Site, you signify your assent to

this Disclaimer.

Contact Us

If you have any questions about this Disclaimer, You can contact Us:

Pedro J. Silvestre.  

Attorney at law.
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